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Swep Duo Plus Frame 

1. INTERNATIONAL ARTICLE NUMBER: 
143063 (35 cm), 137878 (50 cm) 
 

2. PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION: 
Plastic frame for Swep Classic and Swep Duo mops 

3. COMPOSITION: 

•••• Plastic parts: Polypropylene 
  Polyamide 
 Thermoplastic elastomers 
 Polyoxymethylene 

•••• Metal parts: Stainless steel 
  Brass, nickel-plated 

4. TECHNICAL DATA: 

 Typical Value Unit 

Weight 35 cm frame 217 g 

Weight 50 cm frame 290 g 

5. PRODUCT PROPERTIES & PRODUCT USAGE 

•••• To be used one sided with all Swep Classic mops or two sided with all Swep Duo mops 

•••• For two sided mopping, frame is just flipped on the other side 

•••• Easy to put mop on the frame due to gripping hole and spring-supported mop mounting 

•••• With lever and built-in finger-tag in order to ensure a hygienic mop release from the frame without need 
to touch the mop 

•••• Sticker with arrow to indicate working direction  

•••• With pictogram to indicate how to release the mop from the frame without touching it 

•••• Flexible connection element for even pressure from the center and out. Possibility to work front-wards 
 and backwards 

•••• Easy dirt removal also on stairs and difficult-to-be-reached areas 

•••• Ergonomic working due to lightweight construction 

•••• Trapezoid shape to ensure good dirt removal in corners 

•••• Thin frame to reach under narrow areas 

•••• For floor, side walls and ceiling cleaning 

•••• Autoclavable at 121°C 

6. STORAGE, TRANSPORTATION & DISPOSAL 
Keep palletized products in a cold and dry place. Avoid exposure to direct sunlight. Product is not subject to 
transportation regulations for hazardous substances or chemicals. Disposal via landfill or incineration 
possible. 

7. QUALITY APPROVALS / COMPLIANCE WITH INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS 

This product is manufactured conforming to appropriate standards within FHCS Quality System. 
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